Language Modeling in Logistics: Customer Calling Prediction
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Abstract. Customer centers in logistics companies deal with many customer calls and requests daily. One of the most common calls is related to requesting an update on the shipment status. Proactively sending message updates to customers can reduce the number of calls. However, naively sending updates to everyone can cause unnecessary anxiety to people who do not want it, thus leading to customer dissatisfaction or even more calls. If a machine learning model could predict shipments leading to a customer call based on its journey, it could be possible to proactively send message updates only to customers likely to make a call. Therefore, reducing the workload in the customer center while increasing customer satisfaction. In large logistic companies where the volume of calls can reach a million calls per month, even 10% of the reduction of calls could already significantly reduce the additional expenses and workload associated with tracing a shipment. In this paper, we formulate the shipment journey as a variant of a language model. Specifically, we treat checkpoints (station, facility, time, event code) as tokens and predict the next checkpoint(station, facility, time, event delta, event code). Our core insight is that shipment checkpoints follow a set of rules that dictate the possible sequence of checkpoints. This is similar to how grammar rules dictate which words can follow another. Despite remaining a difficult problem, our experiments show that features learned by modeling shipment checkpoints as a language model can improve customer calling prediction.

1 Introduction

Customer centers of logistics companies are responsible for managing a diverse range of requests from a multitude of customers on a daily basis. The most frequent request is the demand for shipment progress updates. The customer center receives over a million of those calls each month globally, representing a significant workload. Logistic companies could regularly send shipment updates. However, not everyone is keen on receiving them. In fact, unwanted notifications have been shown to have adverse effects such as increased anxiety [1], which leads to reduced customer satisfaction, and in some cases even more calls. By leveraging machine learning algorithms to predict shipments that are likely to prompt customer inquiries, we can proactively send message updates only to customers that are likely to call, thereby reducing the number of calls received.
Every percentage of reduction in call volume can result in substantial savings in workload and enhanced customer satisfaction.

From a machine-learning perspective, predicting customer calling based on a shipment’s journey can be seen as a time-series classification task with a binary target \[2\]. The shipment journey consists of a sequence of checkpoints as Figure 1 shows. Each checkpoint contains a timestamp, location, and event code that indicates what happened to a shipment.

Every logistics company has its own process rules that determine the sequence of checkpoints that a shipment makes during its journey. This shipment journey can be treated as a directional graph if the origin and destination are known. The way checkpoints are generated during this journey also follows a certain order. For example, a shipment should always have an arrival event before a departure event. Though, the sequence of the checkpoints is not always fixed; it also depends on the schedule and incidents such as missing flights, transportation delays, etc.

With these observations, we hypothesize that shipment journeys can be formulated as a language modeling problem \[3\], where checkpoint events taking place concerning the shipment are represented following a set of “grammar” rules dictated by the logistic process.

In this paper, we show how to formulate the prediction of shipment journeys by means of a variant of a language model. We demonstrate that customer calling prediction from shipment journeys can benefit from pre-training on a large unlabeled collection of data where the only supervision comes from predicting the next checkpoint, similar to how large language models \[4, 5\] have demonstrated that pre-training models can significantly improve downstream tasks \[6, 7\]. Our findings suggest that modeling shipment journeys as if they were sentences in a language model has the potential to help with various tasks in the logistics domain and that treating checkpoints and journeys as words and sentences is appropriate from a modeling perspective, thus opening many possibilities for future research.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the method used in this paper; Section 3 shows the details of the experiment; The results and discussion are covered in Section 4; Section 5 contains the conclusion and the future work.
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2 Method

2.1 Shipment journey as a language model

Similarly to the case of a language model predicting the next word, we train our model to predict the details of the next checkpoint in a shipment journey, as shown in Figure 2. This language model based pre-training allows our model to implicitly learn the logistic process and its rules.

We adopt a decoder-only architecture [5, 8] consisting of six decoder layers. In our experiments, checkpoints are represented by their station information, facility, event code, and time stamp, as shown in Figure 1. Station information, facility, and event code are categorical variables that we encode using an embedding layer. For the timestamp, we encode month, day, year, day of week, hours, and minutes using cyclical feature encoding.

Since the time information has a big variance, it is not clear whether it would be helpful to make it a prediction target. Therefore, we experimented on two different pre-training targets. First variant of our model only predicts the station, event code, and the facility. This will help the model understand the sequence of events. The second variant includes the transition time, which is the time difference (or time delta) between the previous checkpoint and the next checkpoint.

2.2 Customer calling prediction as downstream task

After the language model based pre-training, we fine-tune the model on the target of predicting customer calls, given a shipment journey consisting of a sequence of checkpoints. This is done by replacing the last output layer to output a binary prediction target optimizing a binary cross-entropy loss.

Time duration of a particular checkpoint is crucial information for customer calling predictions. As a matter of facts, if a shipment is stuck at the same checkpoint for a long time, then it is highly likely that the customer will complain. However, simply using the first $k$ checkpoints as input does not indicate how long the shipment has been on the $k$-th checkpoint. Therefore, we append an end checkpoint at the $k+1$ position with a synthetic time stamp to indicate the duration of the $k$-th checkpoint and a special ‘end’ token for facility, station, and event codes.

During training, we augment the negative samples by appending end checkpoints in between two checkpoints where customers did not call. The idea is that if the customer does not call between checkpoint $k$ and checkpoint $k+1$, then an artificial checkpoint $k+1$ with an earlier time stamp will also not trigger a call from the customer. For the positive samples, we generate end checkpoints with the same time stamp as the beginning of the call from the customer.

Due to the nature of the calls, the number of customers who call is significantly less than the number of customers who do not call. In our case, the ratio between positive and negative samples is approximately 1 : 19. Thus, we sample the negative ones in such a way that the number of positive and negative
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samples is balanced. Specifically, we under-sample the negative samples in each epoch training.

3 Experiment

3.1 Data

The data that we used in this experiment comprises six months of shipments toward one country. For each shipment, we have corresponding checkpoint sequences as shown in Fig. 1.

Overall the data set contains a sample of 2.49 million shipments, where in 5.2% of the cases the customer called to obtain more information. In order to give some insights into the difficulty of this problem, Table 1 below shows the proportion of customer calls on a particular shipment event. The data is not only highly imbalanced, but also contains various types of noise and uncertainties. For example, some customers call at random times purely out of concern. Moreover, even for the shipments that present the same status, some customers call while others do not because of external factors, such as their personal situations or urgency of receiving the shipment.

We use three-month data for training, and half a month for validation and testing respectively. In order to evaluate statistical significance, we apply a five-fold rolling cross-validation with a window size of half a month in this experiment.

3.2 Implementation details

As for the transformer decoder, we use an Adam optimizer with a learning rate of $1 \times 10^{-5}$. The number of heads is 6, and the dimension of the model is 512, with 6 layers of the decoder.

4 Results & Discussion

In this experiment, we evaluated three different models. The first model is a transformer model that is directly trained on the target. This acts as the standard classification baseline wherein we do not perform any language model based pre-training. The second and third models are the fine-tuned models with language model based pre-training. Specifically, the second model is pre-trained without a time delta, while the third model includes a time delta as a pre-training target.
The results are shown in Table 2. We report the average recall from the five-fold cross-validation at different precision values. A complete precision-recall curve is visualized in Figure 3. Based on the results, we can observe that pre-training the transformer model on the shipment journey can improve the performance of customer call prediction. The difference is statistically significant when compared to the transformer without pre-training. We can also observe that the performance of the fine-tuning with time delta is marginally better than without. Time delta is important information when it comes to understanding the shipment journey. Predicting the time delta can help the model to understand the intrinsic shipping logic and the average duration of each checkpoint, thus leading to better performance when fine-tuning the downstream tasks.

The recall values are not particularly high on all models, which is reflective of how difficult the task is. The highly imbalanced data coupled with the randomness of customer call behavior makes it challenging to predict customer calls accurately. However, we would like to note that the level of performance of the models is already useful for industry usage. Depending on the business needs, we can always trade off precision & recall by moving the threshold (Figure 3). From a business perspective, based on 1 million calls per month, if we use a precision threshold at 50% and send the customer an update message, even if only half of the customers can be prevented from contacting the logistic company, this can reduce 15% of the calls, which accounts for 150k calls per month.

5 Conclusion & Future work

In this paper, we showed that it is possible to formulate the shipment journey as a variant of the language model. This opens the possibility of implementing a large language model that can be used in the logistic domain. The downstream task customer calling prediction can also be a benefit for the logistic company.

Future work concerning customer contact prediction could imply looking into
data cleansing and uncertainty measurement approaches [9, 10] as there is certain randomness involved in the data. For the language model itself, further analysis could be performed on fine-tuning it towards various downstream tasks to validate its usage in other logistic case studies.
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